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The first ever virtual ABC/AWC was accomplished this month.  

Thanks to all the people making ABC/AWC possible and that includes of course all participants! It was a 
tremendous global effort making this possible! A magical moment in ACA history!    

The EC were responsible for 4 timeslots during the AWC, and fellowships as Russia, UK, Spain and 
German speakers announced their interest.   

Also dress rehearsals with the 4 fellowships were accomplished before the AWC to make sure the 
fellowships were fully informed of the process. The EC helped out with technical hosting/support on 
some of the meetings during AWC   

We have introduced two new officers of the EC; Our new secretary Beryl V. and also our service sponsor 
coordinator Irma R, both residing in the UK. And we now have more people doing service in our 
committee than ever before, which is fantastic!   

After the AWC a lot of fellowships have reached out for help and we have started to connect and 
communicate with all of them. From these fellowships there has been a lot of literature questions but 
also about reaching out for a service sponsor to the IG:s.  There is so much happening in Europe and we 
are pleased with that! The European fellowship keeps growing fast!  

Also we continue having contact with the Greece fellowship about the European Annual event in 
September. We will have a new meeting in two weeks making a decision for how to continue with Covid 
19 in our backview mirror, but preparing it to be C19 safe.  

Sharon is now the new Board Liaison to the EC and we look forward in working together in the future of 
our service. She will be introduced on our next European committee working session.  

The Committee now has the following members.     

Fredrik (SWE)  Chair   Hasse (DEN) Literature Chair 

Veronica (CHE) Treasurer  Beryl (UK) Secretary 

Marjo (FIN) Web/IT I  Irma (UK) Service Sponsor Coordinator. 

Markus (SWE) MPS/Vice Web  Marc (NL) Vice Literature 

 

Vacant service positions are Vice chairs for all except IT/web 
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